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EXT. STREET - DAY

Noah and Max are walking by a street.
Luke runs towards them from back and joins them.

LUKE
Where are we heading?

MAX
No clue

LUKE
It seems like Noah is quite 
delight, what's going on Noah?

NOAH
(texting on his phone)

Nothing...

MAX
(to Luke)

His crush just replied him...
It's the reason.

LUKE
Ahhh.... man finally you did it.

NOAH
(in a dull voice)

She just replied.

LUKE
(trying to grab Noah's 
phone)

Lemme see.

NOAH
(not letting him take it)

No please, don't. You will ruin 
everything.

MAX
(to Luke)

Leave it man.

LUKE
Okay.

Luke snatches Noah's phone and runs.
Luke runs into a construction building.



2.

INT. CONSTRUCTION BUILDING - CONTINUOUS

Luke takes a peek, to see if they are after him.
He observes them running into different streets.
 
Luke sits inside a room, takes a seat in a corner and starts 
scrolling Noah's phone.
Luke falls asleep.

INT. CONSTRUCTION BUILDING - MOMENTS LATER

Luke wakes up and notices texts from Max asking - where r u 
Luke, we r home.
He replies - on my way, will be there in 5.
 

(conversation going on in 
the adjacent room)

DRUG DEALER 1
We received a new type of drug.
Before distributing it, we need to 
test it first.

DRUG DEALER 2
But whose gonna do that?

DRUG DEALER 1
That's the thing

Luke without noticing the stuff going on, walks into that 
room. His leg slips and the phone he is holding falls on the 
ground. The deals thinks, he might be a cop and recorded 
everything. So starts chasing him.

DRUG DEALER 2
Catch that MF.

Luke feels bad and starts running. Luke runs out of that 
building. Everyone rushes behind him.

EXT. CONSTRUCTION BUILDING - CONTINUOUS

Luke continues running. Two the dealers returns to bring 
their bikes. At the end of the street, he observes a guy 
leaving his bike with keys to it. Luke jumps on it and takes 
it away. The other two dealers enters the bikes brought by 
first two.

Luke keeps driving and them keep chasing.



3.

INT/EXT. BUILDING - CONTINUOUS

Luke's bike stops, he leaves it and enters the building 
beside him. The dealers too follows him.
Luke takes the stairs and rushes to the first floor. Three of 
the dealers follows him. He notices that he got no way to 
escape.

DRUG DEALER 3
Return your phone and come with us.

LUKE
(observing the 
surroundings)

Ok. Take it

Luke throws his phone's case away to divert them and runs to 
the wall connects to stairs. He climbs it and jumps on the 
stairs. While he is running up, one of the dealer pulls his 
leg, Luke falls on stairs.
Luke kick the dealer's hand, meanwhile the other two are 
coming from the other way. He quickly escapes from his hand 
and runs upstairs.

INT. TERRACE - CONTINUOUS

Luke runs to the other side of the terrace, notices he needs 
to jump to first floor. So he thinks he is stuck there. The 
three dealers surrounds him.

DRUG DEALER 3
You got nowhere to escape

LUKE
(chuckles)

Really?

Luke jumps of the terrace and lands on other terrace. Luke 
feels that he escaped from them. So, he starts to laugh and 
shows middle finger to them. Luke hears a voice from behind.

DRUG DEALER 2
(voice from behind)

Really? You think you can escape 
from us?

And he hits Luke's head with a rod. Luke fells unconscious.

 

MATCH CUT TO: NEXT CUT



4.

INT. CONSTRUCTION BUILDING - LATER

Dealer 4 hits Luke and Luke falls.

DRUG DEALER 1
(walking into the room)

Lift him.

Dealer 5 lifts Luke buy holding his head.

LUKE
why the f**k did you bring me here?

DRUG DEALER 1
Nothing interesting. Tell me what 
were you doing inside?

LUKE
I fell asleep and was about to 
leave from there.

DRUG DEALER 1
Shh...for whom you work for?
The cops? Press?

LUKE
No one. I'm a normal guy.

DRUG DEALER 4
(brings Luke's phone)

He got nothing.

LUKE
How the f**k you unlocked it?

DRUG DEALER 3
(chuckles)

Biometric man

LUKE
I said you, I'm no one.

DRUG DEALER 1
Shut the f**k up and spill it.

LUKE
I said you.

Dealer 1 looks at Dealer 2. Dealer 2 hits Luke twice.

LUKE (CONT'D)
I'm saying the f**king truth.



5.

Dealer 1 receives a call, to lift the call Dealer 1 walks 
into the adjacent room. Dealer 2 follows him.

INT. CONSTRUCTION BUILDING - CONTINUOUS

Luke starts to observe the surroundings and notices a blade 
on the ground. He make dealer 4 angry with his words and the 
dealer 4 punches him, which makes Luke fall on the ground. 
Taking it as a chance, Luke grabs the blade. 

Dealer 1 enters the room 

DRUG DEALER 1
What the f**k is wrong with you?
Can't you see, I'm talking with the 
boss.

DRUG DEALER 4
Sorry.

DRUG DEALER 1
Leave him for a while.

Everyone leaves the room but dealer 1 stays in the adjacent 
room on a call. He hears some noise and ends the call.

DRUG DEALER 1 (CONT'D)
(on the phone)

I'll call you later.
(hung the call)

Dealer 1 slowly walks into the room. Suddenly, Luke jumps on 
D1 from the back. D1 toggles it. Luke tries to punch D1 on 
his face, but D1 punches back. Luke falls down.

LUKE
You got good skills

Luke kicks D1's leg. D1 bends a bit, taking it as a chance, 
Luke wakes up. D1 dashes Luke, Luke hits D1 on his back. D1 
grabs Luke's hand and pushes him against the wall.

DRUG DEALER 1
You too are good, but not enough.

Luke toggles by kicking his leg and pushes D1 away. Luke 
tries to kick D1's side, D1 blocks it and grabs his leg. Then 
kicks him back. Luke falls, looks tired. D1 sits on Luke's 
chest.

DRUG DEALER 1 (CONT'D)
I said you, you can't escape.



6.

Luke grabs the rod beside him, hits D1's head and counter 
attack D1. D1 lies on his stomach, Luke on his back lifts his 
head.

LUKE
Really?
You think I cant escape?

Luke runs out of the room and notices, he is on 2nd floor. He 
runs downstairs. Meanwhile D1 wakes up.

DRUG DEALER 1
That mthrf**ker just escaped.
Catch him..

On hearing this other dealers gets alert and starts to search 
for him. Luke is exhausted and he can't fight with anyone. 
So, he slowly escapes from there.

He pushes the door of the building and steps out.

 

MATCH CUT TO: NEXT CUT

EXT. RAILS - CONTINUOUS

Luke continuous running on the rails. He sees, the dealers 
caught his friends, bet them so badly and tied them. Luke 
runs towards them crying. On his way, he fells down.

DRUG DEALER 1
You thought you can fool us and 
escape?

LUKE
Please leave them, they don't know 
anything.

D1 looks at other dealers, they hits his friends.

DRUG DEALER 1
How does it feels, watching your 
loved ones hurting in front of you?

LUKE
(crying)

I'm begging you.

D1 takes the rod and hits Luke's face.

FADE TO BLACK.



7.

INT/EXT. BLACK

Everything is black and can see nothing.

LUKE
(voice)

Hello??
Is someone there?

LUKE (CONT'D)
F**k. I can't see anything.

(screams)

We can see some light far from there.

LUKE (CONT'D)
I can see the light.

Luke runs towards it.
(everything is black, we can hear just his foot steps and the 
light getting closer)
After a few seconds the light gets much bright.

FADE TO BLACK.

INT. TERRACE - MOMENTS LATER

Luke opens his eyes and notices everything is a dream. Luke 
looks sweaty and tired.
Luke texts his friends again and walks away.
(but in the background, we can see a syringe on the floor)

FADE OUT.
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